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Abstract

‘Valuation effects’ can imply that the traditional current account is an inaccurate

measure of the change in the net foreign asset (NFA) position. This paper uses new

developments in the analysis of portfolio choice in general equilibrium to investigate

valuation effects in a two-country model. Broadly speaking, the valuation effects in

the model correspond to those observed in the data. But there is a key distinction

between ‘unanticipated’ and ‘anticipated’ valuation effects. Unanticipated effects

can be large, dominating the movement in NFA, but anticipated effects arise only

at higher orders of approximation and are small for reasonable parameterizations.
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1 Introduction

Open economy macroeconomic models typically pay close attention to the current ac-

count as a measure of the evolution of an economy’s net external assets. The growth of

current account imbalances has recently brought this linkage to the forefront of economic

policy discussion. Since countries must satisfy intertemporal budget constraints, large

and growing current account deficits will reduce net external assets and should require

the establishment of future trade surpluses.

This traditional view of the current account has been put into question more recently,

however. Corrected measures of net external assets incorporate changes in asset prices,

returns, and currency exchange rates (Lane and Milesi Ferretti 2001, 2007b). These

adjustments change an economy’s net external wealth through separate ‘valuation effects’

on gross assets and liabilities. Since the mid 1990’s, there have been huge increases in the

scale of gross external assets and liabilities, which has led these previously unmeasured

valuation effects to increase dramatically relative to the traditional measures of the current

account. A number of studies have emphasised the empirical relevance of these valuation

effects (Tille 2003, Higgins et al. 2006, Lane and Milesi Ferretti, 2007a, Gourinchas,

2008).

Until recently however, there has been little impact of these new empirical findings on

the modelling of the current account in open economymacro models. It has proven difficult

to incorporate classic principles of portfolio choice into the conventional dynamic general

equilibrium open economy model. Recent developments in the literature, however, now

provide techniques for combining portfolio choice with general equilibrium open macro

models.1 This paper makes use of these new techniques to provide a qualitative and

quantitative analysis of the ability of theoretical models to account for valuation effects

in the evolution of net external assets, and to explore the interaction between valuation

effects and traditional measures of the current account.

We begin by developing a basic framework within which to analyse valuation effects

on the evolution of net foreign assets. This framework is then applied to a simple two-

country endowment economy model in which each country faces two sources of risk - one

from capital income, which is assumed to be internationally diversifiable through equity

1See, for instance Coeurdacier (2009), Evans and Hnatkovska, (2005), Kollmann (2006), Engel and

Matsumoto (2008), Devereux and Sutherland (2007, 2008), Tille and Van Wincoop, (2007).
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sales, and the other from labour income, which cannot be directly diversified. Although

the model is simple, it allows us to illustrate in an analytical example the main elements

of the dichotomy between the traditionally measured current account and the valuation

channel in determining the movement of net external assets. Defining the valuation chan-

nel as the gap between the movement of net external assets and the standard measure of

the current account, we show that the valuation effect may be broken into anticipated and

unanticipated components. The anticipated component of the valuation effect captures

expected excess returns on a country’s portfolio due to differences in the covariance risk

associated with each country’s traded equity.2 Such country risk premia allow, in prin-

ciple, for permanent imbalances in national current accounts, apart from other sources

of such imbalances. In addition, there may be time-varying anticipated excess returns

that are associated with current account adjustment. The unanticipated component of

the valuation effect captures the way in which national portfolios are structured so as to

hedge against consumption risk.

Having defined these different components of valuation effects, we go on to provide a

quantitative account of the importance of each component in the evolution of net assets.

We show that the model indicates that anticipated valuation effects are very small, except

for counterfactually high values of risk aversion and differences in country endowment

volatilities. But unanticipated valuation components may represent a large fraction of

the volatility of net external assets, even when the model is calibrated to realistic sizes of

gross national portfolios. Moreover, unanticipated valuation effects in the model behave

in quite a similar fashion to those imputed from the net foreign assets (NFA) data - in

particular, they are large as compared to traditional macro shocks, they dominate the

movements in NFA, they tend to be negatively correlated with the current account, and

they are approximately i.i.d.

One aspect of the recent portfolio discussion emphasises the difference between the

effects of shocks to returns for a given portfolio, and the effects of adjustment in the port-

folio itself. In our model, both effects form part of the dynamics of NFA. Unanticipated

valuation channels involve both shocks to returns, and movements in portfolio holdings.

2In our basic model, asset returns depend on dividend payments and capital gains terms. Since what

matters for portfolio choice is total asset returns rather than its components, we focus on expected excess

returns coming from both sources. The decomposition of the expected excess returns between dividend

payments and changes in asset prices will depend on the process driving the dividend stream.
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But in our quantitative decomposition of the volatility of net external assets, the latter

channel plays at best a small role. The biggest driver of the volatility of net external

assets is the unanticipated movement in returns, holding the portfolio constant.

The main results of the paper are presented in the context of a one-good world econ-

omy with stochastic endowments. In a later section, we show how the decomposition

of valuation effects extends to a context with differentiated home and foreign goods. In

this section, we also emphasise the important role of bonds as well as equities in risk

sharing, and both asset prices and terms of trade changes in generating unanticipated

valuation effects. In this model, bond trading can achieve substantial risk sharing, even

for a very small international exposure to equities, suggesting a possible motive for ‘home

equity bias’.3 In this case, valuation effects come from movements in the real exchange

rate, as well as movements in asset prices. Moreover, valuation effects in this context are

substantially larger than in the model without real exchange rate volatility.

There is a large and growing literature on valuation effects and current account dy-

namics in general equilibrium models. Notable recent papers are Cavallo and Tille (2006),

Ghironi et al. (2006), and Pavlova and Rigobon (2007). Cavallo and Tille (2006) and

Ghironi et al. (2006) provide a careful quantitative accounting of the impact of valua-

tion effects in models in which the portfolio structure is calibrated to match the data.

Pavlova and Rigobon (2007) present a rich continuous time dynamic model in which the

portfolio rules can be obtained in closed form, but follow a different line of inquiry from

that considered here.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses some properties of the

data on the current account and net external assets. We then set out a simple model

of the current account in the face of capital and labour income risk. Following this, we

discuss the properties of the solution method for portfolio choice. We then explore some

analytical results on valuation effects. After this, we present quantitative results on the

importance of anticipated and unanticipated valuation effects. In the last section of the

paper we extend the analysis to a two-good model with trade in both equities and bonds.

3These results are similar to those in recent papers by Coeurdacier et al. (2008) and Coeurdacier and

Gourinchas (2009).
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2 Stylised Facts

Here, we provide a brief description of the evolution of net external assets and their

decomposition in terms of the conventional measure of the current account, and those

driven by valuation effects.4 We focus on a subset of OECD countries. Start with a

simple decomposition of net external assets into the conventional current account, as

measured in balance of payments accounting, and valuation terms. Thus, for country i

at time t, we have:

NFAit −NFAit−1 = CAit + V ALit (1)

We compute these using the IMF/Lane-Milesi-Ferretti External Wealth of Nations (EWN)

dataset on international investment positions, and from balance of payments data on the

current account. As discussed in Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007a), Tille (2003), and

Gourinchas (2008), movements in V ALit are driven by asset price and exchange rate

changes which cause revisions in the value of gross external assets and liabilities, but

are not incorporated in the income account as returns paid or received on gross external

liabilities or assets.

We derive V ALit indirectly, since NFAit is reported in the EWN data-base (and

updated using the IMF IIP), and CAit is observable from Balance of Payments data. To

make the V ALit variable comparable with our model, we scale by GDP. Thus, we define

valit =
(NFAit −NFAit−1)

GDPit
− CAit

GDPit
≡ ∆nxit − cait, (2)

Since NFAit and CAit are reported in US dollars, we use US dollar GDPit from the

OECD database. The variable valit is constructed for a sample of 23 OECD countries for

the period 1980-2006. Table 1 describes the characteristics of valit. The first column of

the table reports the standard deviation of valit for each country. As noted in Lane and

Milesi-Ferretti (2007a), the valuation term is highly volatile, with an average standard

deviation of 0.07 across countries. The second column illustrates the fraction of the total

variation in ∆nxit accounted for by valuation effects; V Ri =var(vali)/var(∆nxi) over the

sample. For most countries, this is well above 50 percent. The average value is 0.90, and

the US is highest at 1.40. In terms of accounting for the variation in net external assets,

4Similar discussion is provided in Kollmann (2006), Gourinchas (2008), Lane and Milesi Ferretti

(2007a) among others.
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for most countries the valuation effects completely dominate the share attributable to the

current account in the variation of net external assets.

The valuation term is of course not independent of the current account itself. The

third column of Table 1 reports the correlation coefficient between valit and cait for each

country. In the endowment economies explored below, this correlation is negative. The

results in the data are mixed. For 14 of the 23 countries in the sample, corr(cai, vali) is

negative, with the highest negative correlation being for the US.

Kollmann (2006) finds that ∆NFA is mostly negatively correlated with the current

account. He also notes ∆nxit is approximately i.i.d. for most countries, while the current

account displays substantial persistence. Here, when we impute the valuation effect as

the difference between the two, we find that valit inherits the persistence properties of the

∆nxit series. The measured valit has no serial correlation for almost all countries. Table

1 reports the results from the AR(1) regression valit = c1 + c2valit−1 for each country.

The AR(1) coefficient is insignificant for almost all countries. Below, we show that valit
as defined in the theoretical model should be i.i.d.5

In the model below, the presence of valuation effects is critically tied to the size of

a country’s gross asset and liability position. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the relationship

between gross positions and valuation effects. In the figure, gross positions are measured

by the average value of assets plus liabilities to GDP over the sample.6 Figure 1 suggests

that there is a positive relationship between the gross position and the standard deviation

of σ(V AL). Countries with higher gross positions have higher volatility of the valuation

residual. But Figure 2 indicates that this is not true for the V R measure. That is, there

is no clear relationship between the gross positions and the degree to which net foreign

asset changes are accounted for by V AL. For most countries, V R is close to 1.

These stylized facts are ‘first-order’ in nature. Gourinchas (2008) refers to these as

‘unpredictable’ valuation terms. But other recent discussion of valuation effects in inter-

national financial data stress the presence of ‘predictable’ valuation effects at the national

level, meaning that there are predictable excess returns on some component of a country’s

5The definition of VAL used in the model below includes dividend returns on equity, which may be

properly measured in the current account. But even if we define the valuation term using the trade

account (which does not contain any asset returns), we get similar results to those in Table 1.
6Clearly this is an imperfect statistic since both measures have been distinctly trending upwards over

the sample.
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gross assets relative to the same component in its gross liabilities.

Gourinchas and Rey (2007b) estimate a substantial excess return on US assets relative

to liabilities, for all components of its international portfolio. For portfolio equity and

debt securities, Curcuru et al. (2008) argue that the actual excess return to the US is quite

small. But for FDI, Higgins et al. (2006) find a 2-3 percent persistently higher return

on US assets abroad than foreign assets held in the US. Lane and Milesi Ferretti (2007a)

provide an overview of some of the measurement problems inherent in these estimates.

They take a larger sample of countries, and find that average rate of return on assets

and liabilities have had significant differences over substantial periods of time for many

countries.

Gourinchas and Rey (2007a) highlight a somewhat different predictable valuation ef-

fect. They find that, conditional on an increase in the US trade balance deficit, the

US experiences a predictable persistent increase in the excess return on its international

investment portfolio, thereby reducing the required increase in the future trade balance

surplus required to achieve overall intertemporal budget balance.

3 Definition and Decomposition of Valuation Effects:

A Simple Example Model

3.1 The Budget Constraint and the Definition of V AL

In this section we focus on the definition of valuation effects in the context of a simple en-

dowment economy. We also show how the theoretical valuation effect can be decomposed

into unpredictable, predictable, constant and time varying components using approximate

solutions for portfolio behaviour. Section 4 solves explicitly for the different components

of the valuation effect and presents some numerical calculations which illustrate some of

the quantitative predictions of the model.

In order to define the valuation effect in the model it is sufficient to focus on the

budget constraint of home households. This is given by

α1,t + α2,t = α1,t−1r1,t + α2,t−1r2,t + Yt − Ct (3)

where Y is the endowment received by home agents, C is consumption of home agents,

α1,t−1 and α2,t−1 are the real holdings of the two assets (purchased at the end of period t−1
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for holding into period t) and r1,t and r2,t are gross real returns. Note that α1,t−1 and α2,t−1
are external holdings of assets, i.e. home households’ claims on (or liabilities to) foreign

households. For purposes of exposition, it is easier to develop the results assuming assets

are in zero net supply and that domestic households are the default owners of domestic

equity. Thus, equity trade takes place through derivative assets α1 and α2. This has no

bearing on the results. In the discussion below, we show the relationship between α1

and the total home country holdings of home stocks (which are not in zero net supply).

The stochastic process determining endowments and the nature of the assets and the

properties of their returns are specified in more detail below.

We define Wt = α1,t + α2,t to be the total net claims of home agents on the foreign

country at the end of period t (i.e. the net foreign assets, NFA, of home agents). Defining

rx,t = r1,t − r2,t as the ‘excess return’ on asset 1, the budget constraint can then be re-

written as

Wt = Yt − Ct + r2,tWt−1 + α1,t−1rx,t. (4)

Given that α1,t−1 and α2,t−1 are external holdings of assets, market clearing in asset

markets must imply α1,t−1 + α∗1,t−1 = 0 and α2,t−1 + α∗2,t−1 = 0, where asterisks indicate

foreign variables. To simplify notation in this example, we can drop the subscript from α1,t

and simply refer to αt. Note that α1,t = −α∗1,t−1 = αt, α2,t =Wt−αt and α∗2,t =W ∗
t +αt,

where W ∗ is foreign net external assets, and Wt +W ∗
t = 0.

Now consider the definition of the current account and the valuation effect. Equation

(4) can be rearranged to give a representation for the change in net external wealth as

∆Wt = Yt − Ct + (r2,t − 1)Wt−1 + αt−1rx,t (5)

where ∆Wt =Wt −Wt−1.

We wish to decompose ∆Wt into current account and valuation terms in a manner

analogous to the data. The clearest approach within this model is to take the first term

Yt−Ct+(r2,t−1)Wt−1, as a measure of the conventional current account, and the second

term αt−1rx,t, as a measure of valuation effects which impact on net external assets,

but do not directly enter into the current account. We focus on the excess return on

the portfolio αt−1rx,t as the principle measure of the valuation term, since the optimal

portfolio depends on the properties of total returns rather than its individual components.

However, the expression Yt−Ct+(r2,t−1)Wt−1 differs from the measured current account
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in two ways. First, r2t is the return on a stock, and therefore includes both dividends

and capital gains terms. Capital gains are not usually counted as part of the measured

current account. Secondly, the current account may include dividend payments paid on

domestic and foreign portfolios that are measured in the excess return term rx,t. Because

we approximate around a symmetric steady state with W = 0 (see below), the capital

gain terms do not actually affect the approximations for the current account that are

reported below.7 In addition, we show below that for highly persistent shocks, most of the

variability in rx,t comes from capital gains terms, and not from movements in dividends.

Thus, measuring the current account as Yt − Ct + (r2,t − 1)Wt−1 and the valuation term

as αt−1rx,t accords closely with the balance of payments accounting procedures for highly

persistent shocks. More generally, as we noted in footnote 5, in the data, the first-order

properties of the valuation term defined using the trade balance as a residual (so that the

definition of VAL in the data includes total returns, including both dividend terms and all

capital gains) behaves very similarly to that using the current account. Hence, since our

measure of the current account in the model is essentially equivalent to the trade balance,

there is little discrepancy between the treatment of model and data in this dimension.

We therefore rewrite (5) as follows

∆Wt = CAt + V ALt (6)

where

CAt = Yt − Ct + (r2,t − 1)Wt−1 (7)

V ALt = αt−1rx,t (8)

Our analysis focuses on the behaviour of V AL as defined in (8). In Section 4 the

budget constraint and the corresponding definition of VAL will be embedded in a simple

DSGE model.
7We could avoid this feature by including a market in non-contingent commodity bonds, and allowing

the bond to be the reference asset. In that case, the return in the (rt − 1)Wt−1 term would be that

on bonds, and would not contain any capital gains. In a fully symmetric environment, there would be

no trade in bonds anyway, and the results would be exactly identical to those reported below. More

generally, with highly persistent shocks, the gains from bond trade would be slight.
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3.2 Other Details of the Example Model

Before considering solutions for α and rx we complete the description of the model. Agents

in the home country have a utility function of the form

Ut = Et

∞X
τ=t

θτu(Cτ) (9)

where C is consumption and u(C) = (C1−ρ)/(1−ρ). The discount factor, θτ , is determined
as follows

θτ+1 = θτβC
−η
Aτ /C̄

−η
A , θ0 = 1 (10)

where 0 < η < ρ, 0 < β < 1, CA is aggregate home consumption and C̄A is a constant.8

In what follows we assume that η > 0 is positive, which ensures strict stationarity in

the first-order approximated model and a determinate value of net foreign assets, W̄ . For

convenience we choose C̄A in (10) so that W̄ = 0. This is achieved by setting C̄A = Ȳ

where Ȳ is the level of endowment in the non-stochastic steady state (hence C̄A can be

interpreted as the non-stochastic steady-state level of home consumption).9

The budget constraint for home agents is given by (3). Foreign agents face a similar

consumption and portfolio allocation problem with an analogous utility function and

budget constraint.

It is assumed that endowments are the sum of ‘capital income’ components, YK and

‘labour income’ components YL, so that

Yt = YK,t + YL,t. (11)

The two countries may trade assets representing claims on capital income, but labour

income is non-diversifiable. Endowments are determined by the following AR(1) stochastic

processes

log(YK,t/ȲK) = μ log(YK,t−1/ȲK) + εK,t, log(YL,t/ȲL) = μ log(YL,t−1/ȲL) + εL,t (12)

8Following Schmitt Grohe and Uribe (2003), θτ is assumed to be taken as exogenous by individual

decision makers. The impact of individual consumption on the discount factor is therefore not internalised.
9Since the algebraic expressions for optimal portfolios become very unwieldy when η > 0 , to make

the exposition easier to interpret, in the explicit expressions developed in this section, we focus on the

limiting case where η becomes infinitesimally small. Even with η = 0 , the conditional second moments

are still well defined. In order to solve the numerical impulse responses below, η is set equal to 0.001, so

that the model is strictly stationary.
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where 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1. ȲK and ȲL are the steady-state levels of capital and labour income

and εK, εL, are zero-mean i.i.d. shocks which are symmetrically distributed over the

interval [− , ] with V ar[εK ] = σ2K , V ar[εL] = σ2L. In what follows, we make the further

assumption that σ2K = σ2L, and define ζ =corr[εK , εL] as the correlation between capital

and labour income shocks. Foreign income processes are defined analogously, and we

assume zero covariance between home and foreign income shocks.

Equilibrium consumption plans must satisfy the resource constraint

Ct + C∗t = Yt + Y ∗t (13)

where C∗ is foreign consumption and Y ∗ is the foreign endowment.

The two traded assets are equity claims on the home and foreign capital income. The

real payoff on a unit of home equity is YK and the real price is ZE. Thus the gross real

rate of return is

r1,t =
YK,t + ZE,t

ZE,t−1
(14)

The real return on foreign equity is defined analogously, where Z∗E is the price of the

foreign equity.10

At the end of each period agents select the portfolio of assets to hold into the following

period. The first-order condition for the choice of α1,t can be written in the following form

Et [u
0(Ct+1)r1,t+1] = Et [u

0(Ct+1)r2,t+1] (15)

and the first-order condition for home consumption is

u0(Ct) = βEt [u
0(Ct+1)r2,t+1] (16)

Similar conditions arise from the foreign consumption and portfolio choices.
10Recall that the two assets are assumed to be in zero net external supply, i.e. α1 + α∗1 = 0 and

α2 + α∗2 = 0. It should be noted that the two assets in this model are paper claims on the endowments

streams, YK and Y ∗K . It is the paper claims that are in zero net supply, not the underlying supplies of

equity. The underlying capitalised value of the endowment streams has a strictly positive net value.

Define S and S∗ to be the capitalised value (i.e. the discounted present value or equity value) of YK
and Y ∗K respectively. Given the way the budget constraint is defined, home households are the default

recipients of home capital income. They are thus the default owners of S, the capitalised value of YK .

If they additionally hold α1 of paper claims on YK , they implicitly hold S + α1 of home equity, while

foreign households hold α∗1. So total home and foreign holdings of home equity are S + α1 + α∗1 which

equals S (given the constraint that α1 + α∗1 = 0).
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A competitive equilibrium is defined by (4), (15) and its foreign counterpart, (14) and

the analogous equation for r2t, (16) and its foreign counterpart, and (13). These implicitly

give the solutions for the equilibrium values of C, C∗, r1, r2, ZE,t, Z∗E,t, Wt and αt.

3.3 Approximate Solutions for α and rx

We now discuss the nature of approximate solutions for α and rx. Approximate solutions

are defined around a non-stochastic steady state where ᾱ and Ȳ are defined to be the

equilibrium values of α and Y. It is simple to see from (15) and (16) that r1 = r2 = 1/β

in the non-stochastic steady state. The fact that innovations to the exogenous driving

processes are symmetrically distributed over the interval [− , ] ensures that any residual

in an equation approximated up to order N can be captured by a term denoted O
¡

N+1
¢
.

Consider an approximation of α up to order N

αt = βȲ
h
α̃+ α̂

(1)
t + α̂

(2)
t + ...+ α̂

(N)
t

i
+O

¡
N+1

¢
(17)

where α̃ = ᾱ/(βȲ ) and α̂t = (αt − ᾱ)/(βȲ ). α̂(i) is the order-i component of α̂t. In

this expression βȲ is a convenient normalising factor which simplifies notation in later

derivations. This normalization also allows α̃ and α̂t to be interpreted (approximately) in

terms of GDP units.11

In what follows we confine attention to the first two terms in this approximation, α̃

and α̂
(1)
t . Notice that, by definition, α̃ is constant and therefore captures the average or

steady-state element of portfolio holdings, while the (first-order) time varying element in

portfolio holdings is captured by α̂(1)t .

Agents make their portfolio decisions at the end of each period and are free to re-

arrange their portfolios each period. In a recursive equilibrium the equilibrium asset

allocation will be some function of the state of the system in each period - which is

summarised by the state variables. We therefore postulate that the true portfolio (i.e.

the equilibrium portfolio in the non-approximated model) is a function of state variables,

αt = α(Zt) where Z is the vector of state variables. We can therefore deduce that α̂
(1)
t is

a linear function of the first-order deviation of Z from Z̄, i.e.

α̂
(1)
t = Ẑ

(1)
t

11Note that α may be negative so log-deviations of α are undefined.
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where is a vector of coefficients.

When analysing a DSGE model up to first-order accuracy, the standard solution ap-

proach is to use the non-stochastic steady state of the model as the approximation point,

and to use a first-order approximation of the model’s equations to solve for the first-order

component of each variable. Neither of these steps can be used to solve for the equilibrium

of a portfolio problem. This is because in the non-stochastic equilibrium, the portfolio

optimality condition (15) implies that both assets pay the same rate of return. This im-

plies that any value for α is consistent with equilibrium. A similar problem arises in a

first-order approximation of the model. First-order approximation of (15) implies that

the expected returns on the two assets are identical, i.e. Et [r1,t+1] = Et [r2,t+1]. Again,

any value of α is consistent with equilibrium. So neither the non-stochastic steady state

nor a first-order approximation of the model provide enough equations to tie down the

zero or first-order components of α.

In Devereux and Sutherland (2008) we show that a second-order approximation of

the portfolio optimality conditions provides a condition which makes it possible to tie

down α̃. Having established this starting point, it is relatively straightforward to extend

the procedure to higher-order components of α. In Devereux and Sutherland (2007) we

show that the solution for the first-order component of α can be derived from third-order

approximations of the portfolio optimality conditions.12 The general solution approach is

outlined in an Appendix available on the authors’ websites.

Now consider equilibrium returns, r1,t and r2,t or, more specifically, the excess return,

rx,t. Consider an approximation of rx,t up to order N

rx,t = r̄x +
1

β

h
r̂
(1)
x,t + r̂

(2)
x,t + ...+ r̂

(N)
x,t

i
+O

¡
N+1

¢
(18)

where r̂x,t = β(r1t− r2t) and 1/β is the steady-state equilibrium value of r1 and r2.13

What can the solution approach tell us about equilibrium excess returns at different

orders of approximation? First, notice that the properties of the non-stochastic steady

state tell us immediately that r̄x = 0, i.e. asset returns are equalised when there is no risk.

12For a related treatment, see also Tille and Van Wincoop (2007).
13Note that rx may be negative so log-deviations of rx are undefined. Also note that in Devereux and

Sutherland (2007, 2008) r̂x,t denotes r̂1t− r̂2t where r̂1t and r̂2t are the log deviations of r1 and r2 from

their values in the non-stochastic steady state. The definition of r̂x,t used here leads to a considerable

simplification of notation when analysing valuation terms.
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Second, the properties of the first-order approximated model tell us that Et[r̂
(1)
x,t+1] = 0,

i.e. certainty equivalence implies that expected asset returns are equalised (at the first

order).

The fact that the first-order expected excess return is zero, i.e. Et[r̂
(1)
x,t+1] = 0, combined

with the nature of the exogenous driving processes ((12) and their foreign counterparts),

implies that the realised value of r̂(1)x,t+1 will be a linear function of the realised values of

the innovations in the exogenous driving processes. Thus, r̂(1)x,t+1 will be a linear function

of εK,t and εL,t and their foreign counterparts. In turn this implies that r̂
(1)
x,t+1 will be a

zero mean i.i.d. random variable.

It follows from the above discussion that expected excess returns only deviate from

zero at orders 2 and higher. In Devereux and Sutherland (2008) we show that Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1]

can be solved in conjunction with α̃. Furthermore, we show that Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1] can be written

as a linear function of one-period-ahead conditional second moments of first-order realised

asset returns and consumption. Depending on the relative size of the covariances between

asset returns and consumption in the two countries, Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1] may be greater of less

than zero. However, because one-period-ahead conditional second moments are non-time-

varying (which in turn is because innovations to exogenous variables are i.i.d.), Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1]

will be non-time-varying. In fact Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1] can naturally be thought of as the steady-

state equilibrium expected excess return which corresponds to steady-state equilibrium

asset holdings, α̃. The Appendix provides a brief demonstration of the link between the

solution for α̃ and the solution for Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1].

In a similar way, in Devereux and Sutherland (2007) we show that the third-order

component of excess returns, Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1], can be solved in conjunction with the first-order

component of asset holdings, α̂(1)t . Again this point is briefly demonstrated in the Ap-

pendix. Devereux and Sutherland (2007) further show that Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] can be written in

terms of expected products of first and second-order realised asset returns and consump-

tion. Furthermore, just as α̂(1)t is time varying, it follows that Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] is also time varying

and it is possible to show that Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] is a linear function of the first-order component

of state variables, i.e.

Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] = δẐ

(1)
t

where δ is a vector of coefficients which are functions of one-period-ahead conditional

second moments. Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] can naturally be thought of as the time varying element

13



of excess returns that corresponds to the first-order time varying element of portfolio

holdings.

The properties of rx can therefore be summarised as follows: r̄x is zero; r̂
(1)
x,t+1 is a zero-

mean i.i.d. random variable; Et[r̂
(2)
x,t+1] is constant and may be non-zero; and Et[r̂

(3)
x,t+1] is

a linear function of first-order state variables and thus may be time varying.

3.4 Approximate Solutions for V AL

Our analysis of valuation effects is based on an approximate solution for V AL which is

constructed using the approximate solutions for α and rx given in (17) and (18). Using

these expressions, together with the fact that r̄x = 0, it is simple to show that an expression

for V AL (up to third-order is) is given by

V ALt = V AL+ Ȳ
h dV AL(1)t + dV AL(2)t + dV AL(3)t

i
+O

¡
4
¢

where

V AL = α̃r̄x = 0 (19)dV AL(1)t = α̃r̂
(1)
x,t (20)dV AL(2)t = α̃r̂

(2)
x,t + α̂

(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t (21)dV AL(3)t = α̃r̂

(3)
x,t + α̂

(1)
t−1r̂

(2)
x,t + α̂

(2)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t (22)

where dV ALt = (V ALt − V AL)/Ȳ . It proves convenient to normalise by Ȳ , so dV AL can
be interpreted in terms of GDP units.14

In Section 4 we analyse the first, second and third-order components of V AL, given

by (20), (21) and (22), in detail in the context of the simple example model. But, before

doing that, we note here that a number of important general properties of dV AL(1)t , dV AL(2)t

and dV AL(3)t can be established without specific reference to the model. In particular, we

show how the unanticipated, anticipated, constant and time-varying components of V AL

naturally arise at different orders of approximation. These general properties can be

established with reference to the general properties of the approximate solutions for α

and rx given in (17) and (18).

Starting with the first-order component of V AL given in (20), the most obvious feature

of dV AL(1)t is that it is a zero mean i.i.d. random variable. This follows from the properties

14Note that V AL may be negative so log-deviations of V AL are undefined.
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of r̂(1)x,t and α̃. The steady-state portfolio, α̃, is a constant while the first-order component

of excess returns, r̂(1)x,t , has a zero conditional expectation (because of certainty equivalence

in the first-order system). Furthermore, the one-period ahead conditional variance of r̂(1)x,t

is constant, so V art−1[dV AL(1)t ] is constant.

Now consider the properties of the second-order component of V AL. Equation (21)

shows that dV AL(2)t is the sum of two terms. Since α̃ is a constant, the first term in dV AL(2)t ,

α̃r̂
(2)
x,t , inherits the stochastic properties of r̂

(2)
x,t . It was explained above that Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ] can

be solved as a function of one-period-ahead conditional second moments. Because these

one-period-ahead conditional second moments are non-time-varying, Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] will also be

non-time-varying. Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] can naturally be thought of as the steady-state equilibrium

expected excess return, or risk premium. It therefore follows that α̃r̂(2)x,t will have a constant

but possibly non-zero conditional mean.

The second term in dV AL(2)t , α̂
(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t , on the other hand has a zero mean (conditional

on time t− 1 information). The conditional variance of α̂(1)t−1r̂
(1)
x,t is however time-varying

because α̂
(1)
t−1 is time varying. This term thus captures (one aspect) of the impact of

portfolio adjustment on the volatility of V AL. Notice, however, that portfolio adjustment

does not give rise to predictable time variation in V AL at the second-order level.

The properties of the two components of dV AL(2)t thus imply that Et−1[dV AL(2)t ] is

constant and may be non-zero while V art−1[dV AL(2)t ] is time varying.

Notice from the discussion so far that dV AL(1)t and dV AL(2)t potentially capture two

of the aspects of valuation effects which have been emphasised in the empirical liter-

ature. dV AL(1)t potentially captures the large unpredictable swings in valuation effects

documented in Table 1, but it has nothing to say about predictable elements of valuation

effects. dV AL(2)t on the other hand potentially captures the steady-state mean behaviour

of valuation effects. In particular it shows that the steady-state mean valuation effect

is associated with steady-state risk premia. The analysis of dV AL(1)t and dV AL(2)t shows

however that portfolio adjustment and predictable dynamics in excess returns plays little

or no role in valuation effects up to the second-order level. At most, dynamic adjustment

of portfolios affects the variance of dV AL(2)t .

It is clear therefore that the predictable time-varying valuation effects described by

Gourinchas and Rey (2007a) do not arise at the level of second-order approximation. We

will now demonstrate that it is necessary to go to (at least) the third order level to identify
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predictable time varying effects. To see this, consider the third-order component of V AL.

In particular focus on the conditional expectation of dV AL(3)t , which is given by

Et−1[dV AL(3)t ] = α̃Et−1[r̂
(3)
x,t ]| {z }

time variation in E[rx]

+ α̂
(1)
t−1Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ]| {z }

time variation in α

(23)

(which contains just two terms because Et−1[α̂
(2)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t ] = 0). It is clear from the proper-

ties of α̃ (which is constant) and Et−1[r̂
(3)
x,t ] (which is time varying) that the first term,

α̃Et−1[r̂
(3)
x,t ], is time varying. It is also clear from the properties of α̂(1)t−1 (which is time

varying) and Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] (which is constant) that the second term, α̂

(1)
t−1Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ], is also

time varying. In fact, (23) captures and separates the effect of time varying expected

returns (i.e. Et−1[r̂
(3)
x,t ]) on V AL from the effect of time varying portfolio holdings (i.e.

α̂
(1)
t−1). dV AL(3)t therefore potentially captures the time-varying predictable valuation effects

described by Gourinchas and Rey.15

The properties of the different components of V AL can be summarised as follows:dV AL(1)t potentially captures the unpredictable element of V AL; dV AL(2)t potentially cap-

tures the constant element of the predictable component of V AL; and dV AL(3)t potentially

captures the time-varying element of the predictable component of V AL.

4 Solving for Valuation Effects in the ExampleModel

We now derive these different components of VAL in the simple example model.

4.1 First-order Valuation Effects

In order to analyse the properties of dV AL(1)t in more detail we first solve for its components

α̃ and r̂(1)x,t . Following Devereux and Sutherland (2008), it is easy to compute the first-order

solutions for consumption, asset prices, and asset returns. Given these, we obtain α̃ as

follows

α̃ = − 1

2(1− β)

φ(σ2K + σ2∗K ) + (1− φ)(ζσ2K + ζ∗σ2∗K )

σ2K + σ2∗K
(24)

15Equation (23) describes the expected behaviour of dV AL(3)t conditional on information at time t −
1. More generally, the expected value of dV AL(3)t+τ conditional on information at time t is given by

Et[ dV AL(3)t+τ ] = α̃Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+τ ]+Et[α̂

(1)
t+τ−1]Et[r̂

(2)
x,t+τ ]. This follows because the i.i.d. nature of the exogenous

innovations ensures that the conditional covariance between α̂
(1)
t+τ−1 and r̂

(2)
x,t+τ is zero.
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where φ = ȲK/Ȳ is the share of capital income in the total endowment in the non-

stochastic steady state. (See the Appendix for an outline of the solution procedure.)

The optimal steady-state portfolio, α̃, implies a positive holding of foreign equity, so

long as φ(σ2K + σ2∗K ) + (1− φ)(ζσ2K + ζ∗σ2∗K ) > 0. The total share of domestic equity held

by the home country is given by

S̄ + βα̃

S̄
=
1

2
− 1
2

(1− φ)(ζσ2K + ζ∗σ2∗K )

φ(σ2K + σ2∗K )

where S̄ represents the steady-state domestic equity to GDP ratio, which is equal to

βφ/(1 − β).16 A fully diversified portfolio would have each country holding half of the

other’s equity to GDP ratio, so that α̃ = − φ
2(1−β) . From (24), this would obtain if

ζ = ζ∗ = 0. The existence and degree of home bias in equity depends on the correlation

between capital and labour income in each country. If ζ and ζ∗ are less than zero, we

have α̃ > − φ
2(1−β) , and there is home bias in equity holdings.

17

The first-order behaviour of the excess return is

r̂
(1)
x,t =

(1− β)

(1− βμ)
(εk,t − ε∗k,t) (25)

so the first-order component of the valuation effect, dV AL(1)t , is given by

dV AL(1)t = α̃
(1− β)

(1− βμ)
(εk,t − ε∗k,t) (26)

We may compare the behaviour of dV AL(1)t to the first-order behaviour of the current

account, which is given by18

dCA(1)t =
β

2

(1− μ)

(1− βμ)

h
φ(Ŷk,t − Ŷ ∗k,t) + (1− φ)(Ŷl,t − Ŷ ∗l,t)

i
− α̃

(1− β)2

(1− βμ)
(εk,t − ε∗k,t) (27)

This expression contains two terms. The first term is the familiar textbook definition

of the current account. When there is a rise in home income relative to foreign income,
16Note that αt is interpreted as the home country’s external liabilities in the home equity. In the

non-stochastic steady state the total capitalised value of home equity is ZE = βȲK/(1−β) so the equity

to GDP ratio is ZE/Ȳ = (βȲK/Ȳ )/(1−β) = βφ/(1−β). Since the home household is the default owner

of home equity, its total holding of home equity (expressed as a ratio to GDP) is (ZE + ᾱ)/Ȳ .
17The potential for home bias in equity holdings arising because capital and labour income co-move

negatively has been noted in many previous papers. See for instance Bottazzi et al, (1996), Baxter and

Jermann (1997) (who argue against this explanation), and Engel and Matsumoto (2008).
18Here we approximate the current account around an initial value of NFA equal to zero.
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whether capital or labour income, the current account will improve, so long as μ < 1.

The second term captures the impact of portfolio valuation effects on consumption, and

therefore on the current account. The valuation term represents the income gain or loss

due to unanticipated changes in the excess return on assets. The sign and size of this will

depend on the portfolio position α̃, given in (24).

We measure both the volatility of dV AL(1)t directly, and the volatility relative to the

volatility of net foreign assets. Take the case where σ2K = σ2∗K and ζ = ζ∗. In addition,

to make the discussion simpler, assume that ζ > − φ
1−φ . This condition ensures that no

country exhibits ‘super home-bias’, in the sense that it wishes to take a positive external

position in domestic equity.19 Then, from (24) and (26), the standard deviation of dV AL(1)t

is

σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) = |α̃|
(1− β)

(1− βμ)

q
2σ2K =

φ+ (1− φ)ζ√
2(1− βμ)

σK (28)

The volatility of dV AL(1)t depends positively on the size of the gross asset position. This is

consistent with the evidence in Figure 1. In addition σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) is increasing in the

persistence of endowment shocks, and the volatility of shocks. A higher μ has no effect

on eα, but increases excess returns volatility.
Using (24), (26), and (27), we can define the ratio of the variance of dV AL(1)t to that

of the variance in the change in net foreign assets as:

V R =
σ2t−1(dV AL(1)t )

σ2t−1(∆Ŵ
(1)
t )

=
(φ+ (1− φ)ζ)2

β2[(1− μ)2(1− φ)2(1− ζ2) + μ2(φ+ (1− φ)ζ)2]
(29)

Theoretically, this can take any value in the range between zero and infinity. When φ = 1

or ζ = 1, there are effectively complete markets, and the right hand side of (29) is 1/μ2,

which always exceeds unity. If shocks are quite transitory, then the optimal portfolio

keeps net external assets very stable, and the valuation ratio is very high. On the other

hand, for low or negative ζ, the optimal portfolio position is small, due to home bias, and

the valuation ratio may be very small.

To illustrate how risk sharing works in the model, take a one unit positive home en-

dowment shock. In addition, focus on the special case where φ = 1. In the absence

of valuation effects, measured income would rise by 1, while consumption would rise by

19For φ = 0.36, (as assumed below), the condition requires only that ζ > −0.5625, which is always
satisfied in our computations.
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[1−β(1+μ)/2]/(1−βμ) , leading to a current account surplus equal to [β(1−μ)/2]/(1−βμ),
consistent with (27). When equities are chosen optimally however, there is a simultaneous

negative payoff from the portfolio return, as the excess return on home equity is positive,

and the home household holds a negative gross position in external claims on home in-

come. Consumption is adjusted downwards by (1 − β) times the valuation effect, or

α̃(1− β)2/(1− βμ). Given φ = 1 and α̃ = 1/[2(1− β)], consumption rises only by

1− β(1 + μ)/2

(1− βμ)
− (1− β)/2

(1− βμ)
= 1/2

and the net effect on the measured current account is 1/2. Thus, the home endowment

shock is shared equally among home and foreign consumption. The sum of the measured

current account and the direct negative valuation term then leads to a fall in net foreign

assets for the home country equal to

1

2
− α̃

(1− β)

(1− βμ)
= − βμ

2(1− βμ)

In the period following the shock, the combination of higher income but lower net foreign

assets leads home consumption to rise by μ/2, again leading to an optimal sharing across

countries. In this way, the initial (unanticipated) valuation effect leads to an expected

evolution of net foreign assets following the shock such that the consumption response is

equalised across the home and foreign country.

Using the solution for α̃ , we may establish that:

corrt−1(dV AL(1)t ,dCA(1)t ) = −
(φ+ (1− φ)ζ) (1− μβ)q

β2(1− μ)2(1− φ)2(1− ζ2) + (1− βμ)2(φ+ (1− φ)ζ)2
< 0.

(30)

Hence, the theoretical correlation in this model is always negative. When either ζ = 1,

φ = 1, or μ = 1, this correlation is equal to −1. In the first and second case, this is
because equity holdings allow for effectively complete markets, and the excess return on

the portfolio acts perfectly to stabilise idiosyncratic domestic income shocks. The effects

of any endowment shock on the current account precipitate a movement in the valuation

term which is exactly proportional to the shock. In the case μ = 1, the correlation is

−1 because the only source of movement in the measured current account (27) is due to
movements in the portfolio itself.
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4.1.1 Quantitative Implications

We set out here the main parameter values that are used both in this section, and in

the extended model evaluation in the next sections. Let the discount factor be β = 0.96.

Again, we look at a symmetric case where the countries have identical volatilities of capital

income, and ζ = ζ∗. The portfolio size eα depends on the value of ζ, the correlation between
labour and capital income, φ, the share of capital in income, and the discount factor. For

φ we take the conventional measure for the US economy of φ = 0.36.We set μ = 0.9, with

σ2K = 0.02
2, which is approximately the volatility of annual US GDP growth. Empirical

estimates of ζ have varied quite a lot (see Bottazzi et al. (1996), and Engel andMatsumoto

(2008)). The correct measure of ζ should compare the overall returns to physical capital

with those to human capital. Following this procedure, Bottazzi et al. (1996) find a

range of estimates both negative and positive. In this model, to allow for home bias in

equity holdings within this example, it is necessary to have ζ < 0. In Section 5 below,

we show that in the presence of endogenous terms of trade and bond holdings, we can

obtain home equity bias for any value of ζ. Here however, we simply choose a range of

values of ζ which give rise to different values for the gross asset and liability positionseα. For ζ = −.4375, the home country holds a gross asset and liability position equal to
about 100 percent of GDP (approximately the liabilities of the US economy), so eα = −1.
This implies a high degree of home bias, with 89 percent of domestic equity being held

by home consumers.

Table 2 illustrates the values of σt−1(dV AL(1)t ), V R, and corrt−1(dV AL(1)t ,dCA(1)t ) for this

model. In the table, we allow for variation in equity holdings and eα by allowing for different
values of ζ. Using this calibration, at eα = −1, we find σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) = 0.008, almost a

quarter that in the data for the US. To match the US estimate of σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) = 0.03,

we would need eα = −3.4, which would reduce the share of domestic equity held by home
residents to 62 percent. If shocks were much more persistent, σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) would be

higher. For μ = 0.95, for instance, we have σt−1(dV AL(1)t ) = 0.012. Table 2 also illustrates

the values of V R for various values of equity holdings. At the baseline case with eα = −1,
V R is 0.82, so the variance of VAL is almost as large as the variance of NFA. As eα rises in
absolute value, V R increases, but since shocks are persistent, V R is relatively insensitive

to the size of the gross asset position, consistent with the empirical evidence in Figure

2. Intuitively, from (26) and (27), when μ is closer to unity, both dV AL(1)t and ∆Ŵ
(1)
t are
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proportional to α̃, so that their ratio is relatively insensitive to the size of gross positions.

This example suggests that in principle, a model of efficient risk-sharing can account

for the properties of the valuation shocks, the absence of persistence in these shocks, and

their large size relative to overall fluctuations inNFA.20 Table 2 also shows the correlation

between V AL and CA for various equity positions. The baseline correlation is −0.19.
This increases substantially (in absolute value) as the equity position becomes more and

more diversified, since intuitively, the portfolio position in that case more successfully

cushions shocks to the current account.

4.1.2 Alternative Definitions of VAL

How do the above conclusions differ when an alternative definition of the valuation term

is used? When we measure valuation effects as coming only from capital gains (associated

with fluctuations in equity prices), assuming that dividend payments are included directly

in the measured current account, we find that the volatility of V AL is given by

σt−1(dV AL(1)Q ) = |α̃|
μβ(1− β)

(1− μβ)

√
2σK (31)

With substantial persistence in shocks, this differs only slightly from definition (28) above.

Similarly, we may show that V RQ = μ2V R, while

corrt−1(dV AL(1)Qt ,dCA(1)Qt ) = corrt−1(dV AL(1)t ,dCA(1)t )

Thus, for high persistence in shocks, the valuation term under this alternative definition

is similar to the previous definition, while the correlation between the valuation term and

the current account under this alternative definition is the same as that of the previous

definition.

4.2 Second-order Valuation Effects: Anticipated Excess Returns

Now consider the properties of the second-order component of V AL, given by expression

(21). It is useful to break the analysis of dV AL(2)t into two stages. First we consider the
20Our results complement those of Ghironi et al. (2006), and Kollmann (2006). Ghironi et al. discuss

the way in which financial integration may enhance risk sharing using an alternative approach to portfolio

choice. Kollmann focuses on the potential for equity portfolios to facilitate risk sharing in a complete

markets environment. His model also implies a negative correlation between NFA and the conventional

measure of the current account.
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mean, or expected value of dV AL(2)t . Later on, we consider the stochastic behaviour ofdV AL(2)t . Recall that Et−1[dV AL(2)t ] = α̃Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] which, given the properties of Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ],

is a constant and may be non-zero.

Following Devereux and Sutherland (2008), we obtain the following expression for the

second-order component of the expected excess return

Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] =

ρ

2

(1− β)

(1− βμ)

¡
φ(σ2K − σ2∗K ) + (1− φ)(ζσ2K − ζ∗σ2∗K )

¢
(32)

The expected excess return on the home country asset is negative if the volatility of

the foreign capital income shock exceeds that of the home shock, and the covariance of

capital and labour income shocks in the foreign country exceed those in the home country.

Intuitively, if σ2K < σ2∗K , then the foreign capital income shock is more responsible for world

consumption volatility than the home shock. Investors in both countries then must receive

a higher expected return on the foreign asset. Even if σ2K = σ2∗K , however, if ζ < ζ∗, then

again world consumption volatility is more correlated with the foreign asset return, and

there is a risk premium on the foreign asset.

A risk premium on the foreign asset translates into an expected long run current ac-

count imbalance in the following way. Take expectations of a second-order approximation

of (6) yields

Et−1[∆Ŵ
(1)
t +∆Ŵ

(2)
t ] = Et−1[dCA(1)t +dCA(2)t ] + α̃Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ]

The first term on the right hand side is the expected current account surplus, evaluated up

to second-order, while the second term is the expected excess return on the external port-

folio. If a country holds an external portfolio which commands a positive risk premium, so

that α̃Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] > 0, then it can sustain a permanent average current account deficit, and

yet keep Et−1[∆Ŵ
(1)
t +∆Ŵ

(2)
t ] = 0. For instance, if φ(σ2K−σ2∗K )+(1−φ)(σKL−σ∗KL) < 0,

then the home country’s asset is less correlated with world consumption risk. Since α̃ < 0,

we then have α̃Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] > 0, and country 1 can have a permanent current account deficit

equal to this. By acting as a ‘safe haven’, a country with a low volatility of output can on

average consume more than its income, if it is willing to hold more risky foreign assets.

How big can this safe haven effect on the current account be within our simple example?

To estimate this, we must combine the solution for α̃ with the expected excess return

within the model to obtain:

−ρ
4

[φ(σ2K + σ2∗K ) + (1− φ)(ζσ2K + ζ∗σ2∗K )] [φ(σ
2
K − σ2∗K ) + (1− φ)(ζσ2K − ζ∗σ2∗K )]

(1− βμ)(σ2K + σ2∗K )
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The two key parameters determining the size of this expression are the coefficient of rela-

tive risk aversion, and the degree of persistence in endowment shocks. Figure 3 illustrates

the excess return and the current account effect. The figure assumes that σ2K = 0.012,

and σ2∗K = 0.04
2, indicating that the foreign country has a much more volatile endowment

process. The correlation between capital and labour income in each country is varied in

order to allow variation in the value of α̃. We again assume that β = 0.96, φ = 0.36,

μ = 0.9. Clearly, from (32), the excess return will be proportional to the coefficient of

relative risk aversion. We allow for ρ = 1.5, a conventional value, and a higher value of

ρ = 8, indicating a high rate of risk aversion, but still well within the range used in asset

pricing studies (e.g. Bansal and Yaron, 2004). The gross portfolio position, −α̃, is on the
horizontal axis.

For values of α̃ in the range of 0 to −1, the effect of differential risk on the current
account is very small. For ρ = 1.5, the effect is negligible. But even at the higher value of

ρ = 8, a ‘safe haven’ country in this range could expect to have a current account deficit

of 0.014 percent of GDP. As total leverage rises, the size of Et−1[dV AL(2)t ] rises. For gross

asset positions just over 4 times GDP (which is equivalent to a 50 percent holding of total

domestic equity), the safe haven effect could finance a current account deficit of 0.25 of a

percent of GDP, (with ρ = 8). For higher values of μ, this effect is magnified. But even

for α̃ = −5 and μ = .95, the implied current account deficit is less than 0.6 of a percent

of GDP.21

4.3 Second-order valuation effects: Portfolio Adjustment

Now let us examine the stochastic properties of V AL(2). Recall that the term α̂
(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t

implies that the conditional variance of V AL(2) is time varying. How important is this

effect in the determination of the variance of net external assets? In order to answer this

question, we have to derive a solution for α̂(1)t , the first order component of the portfolio.

Devereux and Sutherland (2007) show that there is an analytical solution for this, which

21If we alter preferences to increase the effective rate of risk aversion, the anticipated excess return

on the portfolio can increase substantially. For instance, introducing external habit persistence in

preferences, such that U = 1
1−σ (Ct − ξCt)

1−σ, where C is aggregate consumption (where in equilibrium

C = C) increases the effective rate of risk aversion. With ξ = 0.9, the value of the safe-haven effect is

increased by a factor of 10 in the model with habit persistence in preferences.
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(for this model) can be written as:

α̂
(1)
t = 1Ŷ

(1)
K,t + 2Ŷ

∗(1)
K,t + 3Ŷ

(1)
L,t + 4Ŷ

∗(1)
L,t + 5Ŵ

(1)
t (33)

where the i coefficients are complicated functions of parameters and the moments of

shocks.22 These portfolio adjustments will affect the correct measure of valuation, eval-

uated up to a second-order. In response to movements in the conditional means of con-

sumption and asset returns, agents desire to adjust their portfolio holdings.

How important is the time-variation in the variance of V AL(2)? In terms of variance

decomposition, Table 3 reports the results of the valuation terms when we solve the model

up the second-order. We define the valuation ratios V R1 and V R2 respectively as

V R1 = var(α̃r̂
(1)
x,t + α̃r̂

(2)
x,t )/var(∆Ŵ

(1)
t +∆Ŵ

(2)
t ),

and

V R2 = var(α̂
(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t )/var(∆Ŵ

(1)
t +∆Ŵ

(2)
t ).

Thus, V R1 is a measure of the importance of movements in excess returns on the portfolio

for the volatility of net foreign assets (up to second-order approximation), holding constant

the portfolio holdings. V R2 is a measure of the volatility in ‘portfolio adjustment’ as a

share of the volatility of net foreign assets.23 V R1 is almost the same as the first-order

solution V R from Table 2. As gross asset positions rise, the importance of movements

in excess returns on the portfolio grows larger. V R2 was not measured before. For the

baseline case, V R2 is very small relative to V R1. In Table 3, for a very high degree of home

equity bias (and low portfolio diversification), the adjustment of portfolios contributes 3.5

percent of the variation in net external assets. Moreover, as the size of the gross asset

positions rise, this share falls. Intuitively, as the portfolio position moves towards full

risk-sharing, it becomes less necessary to adjust the portfolio in response to shocks.
22Why does α depend on the shocks and net wealth, as captured in (33)? When (15) is evaluated

up to a second-order, a constant α̃ is sufficient to keep the conditional one-step ahead covariance of log

consumption and excess returns equal to zero. But when we take a third-order approximation in order

to obtain α̂
(1)
t , the (time-varying) conditional means of consumption and asset returns will affect overall

portfolio risk, and agents will have to adjust their portfolio to hedge against this.
23Note that this is not the same as ‘portfolio rebalancing’ (see e.g. Hau and Rey 2008). Since αt is

measured as ZE,t(ψt − 1), where ZE,t is the real stock price, and ψt is the total share of the home stock

held by home agents, changes in ψt in response to changes in ZE,t can occur (portfolio rebalancing), even

if αt is held constant.
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For more persistent shocks however, portfolio adjustment can represent a larger frac-

tion of the variability of net foreign assets. Table 3 illustrates the case of μ = 0.95.

In that case, we see that the contribution of portfolio adjustment can be as high as 20

percent, when the size of the external gross portfolio is small. Again however, this share

diminishes as average portfolios become more diversified.

Despite the small size of the portfolio adjustment term in accounting for the movement

in net external assets at the second-order level, it still exhibits the risk-sharing properties

of the first-order solution. In Table 3,

corr1 = corr(α̃r̂
(1)
x,t + α̃r̂

(2)
x,t + α̂

(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t ,dCA(1)t +dCA(2)t ),

corr2 = corr(α̃r̂
(1)
x,t + α̃r̂

(2)
x,t ,dCA(1)t +dCA(2)t ),

corr3 = corr(α̂
(1)
t−1r̂

(1)
x,t ,dCA(1)t +dCA(2)t ),

Thus, the overall second-order valuation term, and the two subcomponents of the valua-

tion term covary negatively with the current account. Portfolio adjustment does play a

role as part of the optimal portfolio in the sense that it acts so as to cushion shocks to

the current account, as in the case of the first-order valuation effects. But relative to the

first-order effect of having an optimally chosen fixed portfolio, this higher-order effect has

only a minor impact on the evolution of net external assets.

4.4 Third-order Valuation Effects: Portfolio Adjustment and

Time Varying Expected Excess Returns

In the previous sections we examined the terms arising in the first and second-order

approximations of V AL. When considering the third order component of V AL it is

necessary to analyse the predictable time varying behaviour of α and rx. As discussed in

Section 3.3 this requires solving for higher-order components of α and rx.More specifically

it is necessary (at least) to solve for the first-order component of α and the third-order

component of rx. In the previous section we have already introduced the time-varying

solution for α̂(1)t . In conjunction with this first-order solution for α̂(1)t we may also derive

the expected third-order component of rx as a linear function of the state variables as

follows

Et[r̂
(3)
x,t+1] = δ1Ŷ

(1)
K,t + δ2Ŷ

∗(1)
K,t + δ3Ŷ

(1)
L,t + δ4Ŷ

∗(1)
L,t + δ5Ŵ

(1)
t (34)
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where again the δi coefficients are complicated functions of parameters and the moments

of shocks.

Analysis of E[dV AL(3)t ] can only be done numerically, via impulse responses. This is

reported in the next section.

Note that, while anticipated time variation only enters at a third-order approximation

of the V AL, we don’t actually need to solve the full model to the third-order to be

able to capture the third-order properties of V AL. In fact once we have obtained the

solutions of the form (33) and (34), these valuation effects can be evaluated directly from

first-order impulse response of the state variables. The next section presents numerical

calculations of impulse responses for the example model. These are used to construct

numerical calculations for the two terms in (23).

4.5 Impulse Responses and Valuation Effects

To illustrate the role and potential magnitude of the different valuation effects, we consider

some impulse responses following an innovation to capital income. These are shown in

Figure 4. Again we set σ2K = σ2L = σ∗2K = σ∗2L = .022, β = 0.96, φ = 0.36, and μ = 0.9

and we choose ζ = ζ∗ so that home households hold about 90 percent of home equity.

Figure 4 shows the impact of a -1% shock to capital income in the home country (YK) in

period 1. The impact on total income is shown in panel (a). Home country income falls

by 0.36% on impact. Panel (b) shows that consumption in the home economy falls by

approximately 0.22% in period 1. The impact effect of the shock is therefore to push the

home economy into a trade deficit of approximately 0.14% of GDP. This deficit declines

to zero as the effects of the shock dissipate.

While the home economy runs a trade and current account deficit following the shock,

net foreign assets rise sharply in period 1 and then decline. The sharp rise in NFA in

period 1 reflects the first-order unanticipated valuation effect that arises from the effects

of the shock on realised equity returns. The shock to home country capital income implies

a sharp unanticipated fall in the price of home equity so there is an unanticipated negative

excess return on home equity (i.e. r̂x is negative).24 Home households have a negative

24Notice from panel (g) that the prices of both home and foreign equity fall following the shock. The

price of foreign equity falls because the expected future rate of return on all equity has to be above

its steady-state value to be consistent with the rising path of consumption. The price of home equity
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external position in home equity (i.e. α̃ is negative) so the negative excess return in home

equity represents a positive valuation effect. The shock to r̂x is approximately -0.3% and

α̃ is approximately −0.9, so this first-order valuation effect is approximately 0.27% of

GDP (i.e. −0.3×−0.9). This is illustrated in panel (k).
By evaluating the i coefficients in (33) we are also able to trace out the dynamic effect

of the shock on gross portfolio holdings. These are shown in panel (d) and panel (e). Here

α̂1 and α̂2 are home households’ holdings of, respectively, home and foreign equity. Panels

(d) and (e) show that, for this parameterisation of the model, the movements in gross

equity holdings are significantly larger than the movement in NFA. The shock induces

home households to increase their gross holdings of home equity by over 1% of GDP

while their holdings of foreign equity are reduced by an almost equivalent amount. As

discussed in Devereux and Sutherland (2007), the response of gross assets and liabilities

following the shock represents a combination of adjustment to overall wealth (the 5

coefficients) and direct responses to the income shock (the 1 coefficient).

Evaluation of the δi coefficients in (34) allows us also to plot the effects of the shock

on the (third-order) expected path of the excess return (i.e. E[r̂(3)x ]). This is illustrated in

panel (h). The shock leads to a persistent reduction in the expected excess return. The

magnitude of this effect is very small however. E[r̂
(3)
x ] falls by 0.000015% following the

shock and gradually returns to zero as the effects of the shock fade.

The dynamic responses of α̂(1) and E[r̂(3)x ] provide us with the information necessary to

calculate the two third-order valuation effects in (22). These are illustrated in panel (m).

The plot labelled val(α) represents the value of the second term in (22) while the first term

in (22) is labelled val(rx). It can be seen from panel (m) that α̂(1)t−1Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] is zero in this

parameterisation of the model. This reflects the symmetric nature of the parameterisation,

which implies that Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] = 0. Dynamic adjustment of α̂

(1)
t therefore does not generate

any predictable valuation effect. Panel (m) shows however that α̃Et−1[r̂
(3)
x,t ] is positive

following the shock. This reflects the fact that E[r̂(3)x ] is negative (see panel (h)) while α̃

is also negative. The persistent negative value of E[r̂(3)x ] therefore represents a positive

valuation effect for home households. This effect is, however, minute. At its largest it is

only 0.000014 % of GDP! This should be compared to the trade deficit, which is 0.14%

obviously falls more than the price of foreign equity because the persistent shock to home capital income

reduces the income stream to holders of home equity.
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of GDP in the period of the shock.

As a further illustration of the size of the third-order valuation effects consider an

asymmetric case where σ2K = 0.01
2 and σ∗2K = .042, i.e. a case where foreign capital income

is more volatile than home capital income. This implies a steady-state risk premium in

foreign equity of 0.0079% (i.e. Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] = −0.0079%). In this case time variation in α̂

(1)
t

generates a non-zero valuation effect via the term α̂
(1)
t−1Et−1[r̂

(2)
x,t ]. Impulse responses (not

reported) show that this valuation effect is negative (because Et−1[r̂
(2)
x,t ] is negative and

α̂
(1)
t is positive) and it has a maximum absolute value of 0.0001 following a -1% shock to

home capital income. Again this is minute in comparison to the trade deficit created by

the shock.

We may therefore conclude that time varying expected returns do act so as to sta-

bilise the impact of a fall in the trade balance in the model.25 But in practice, this

mechanism plays essentially no role at all in the adjustment process in this model. To

obtain an economically meaningful pattern of time varying expected valuation effects

through movements in excess returns, we would need a model in which risk premia played

a much bigger role than they do here, as for instance, in the models of Campbell and

Cochrane (1999) or Bansal and Yaron (2004).

5 Real Exchange Rate Valuation Effects

So far, all the valuation effects we have analysed are due to changes in asset prices (and

to a minor extent, dividend payments). But Lane and Milesi Ferretti (2007a) emphasise

the importance of exchange rate changes in valuation gains and losses. To do full justice

to the role of nominal exchange rate variation on the valuation of net external assets

is beyond the scope of the present paper. However, we can easily extend the model to

incorporate the impact of terms of trade and real exchange rate movements in generating

valuation effects. In this section, we do this by allowing for differentiation between home

and foreign goods, as well as introducing a ‘demand’ shock. We also allow for trade in

bonds whose payoffs are defined in terms of units of home or foreign goods. In some

25We experimented with a range of parameter values for the persistence of the shocks and relative risk

aversion. In all cases, the results were similar, with the effects of time-varying expected returns being

very small. Note that a similar result on the stabilization features of expected returns is found in a

different context by Pavlova and Rigobon (2007). They also found that the effect is small.
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cases, this simple extension has quite dramatic implications for the structure of external

portfolios, as well as the source of valuation effects.

To save space, we describe the extended model in the Appendix. Agents in both

countries have elasticity of substitution θ between the consumption of home and foreign

goods. The share of the home good in the home price index is γt. We allow for home bias

in consumption, so that E(γ) > 0.5. In addition, we allow for ‘demand shocks’, which

affects the intensity of preferences for the home good relative to the foreign good. In

particular, assume that γt = γ exp(vt), where vt = ςvt−1 + εv,t, where εv,t, is a zero-mean

i.i.d. shock which are symmetrically distributed over the interval [− , ] with V ar[εv] = σ2v.

The foreign household has preferences with weight γ∗t = γ exp(−vt) on the foreign good.
This specification means that a positive vt shock increases both home and foreign demand

for the home good.

5.1 Bond and Equity Trade

In the special case of no demand shocks at all (i.e. σ2v = 0), we may show the striking

result that equilibrium equity holdings are zero, while the holdings of home country bonds

are given by

α̃b =
(1− γ)(2γ − 1− ρ(2γθ − 1)

ρ(1− μβ)
(35)

This means that, when agents can trade in real bonds, there is complete home bias in

the equity portfolio. This holds independently of the size of shocks, the covariance of

capital and labour income shocks ζ, the value of the elasticity θ, or any other parameters

of the model.26 Moreover, we can easily establish that (35) achieves full cross country

risk sharing (up to first-order) in the model with endogenous terms of trade movements

and σ2v = 0. That is, an optimal bond portfolio supports complete assets markets, with

no need for any foreign equity portfolio.27

26To be clear, there is a singularity at the points φ = 1, and/or θ = 1, where perfect pooling of equity

would achieve the same allocation as (35).
27In a different context, with multiple shocks and capital accumulation, Coeurdacier et al. (2008) show

how a combination of bond holdings and equity holdings can support complete risk sharing, with equity

holding motives based on variations in income orthogonal to terms of trade movements. Coeurdacier and

Gourinchas (2009) show that such a separation in equity and bond portfolios is supported empirically.

Finally, Devereux and Saito (2007), in a very different context, also show that bond holding may substitute

for international trade in equity.
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Why do agents not wish to hold equity in portfolios in this example? The reason

is that the bond portfolio allows a claim on the terms of trade, and the deviation from

full risk-sharing across countries is also proportional to the terms of trade. Up to first-

order, the relative rate of return on bonds (i.e. foreign bonds relative to home bonds) is

equal to the movement in the terms of trade. Full risk-sharing requires that consumption

movements adjusted for real exchange rate movements are equalised across countries. But

departures from this are also driven by movements in the terms of trade. Hence, a bond

portfolio can ensure full cross country risk sharing.

In general, α̃b (as given in (35)) may be positive or negative. In the case γ = 0.5, the

sign of α̃b is determined only by the size of θ. When θ > 1, home agents hold a negative

position in foreign denominated bonds. This is because relative home consumption rises as

relative home endowments increase, when θ > 1, while simultaneously, the return on the

home bond tends to fall, as the terms of trade depreciates, so that home bonds represent

a good hedge against consumption risk.28

In the more general case where there are both demand and endowment shocks, the

optimal portfolio will include both equity and bond holdings. We now explore this case.

5.2 Valuation Effects

We may compute the analogous valuation terms that we constructed in the one-good

model above. Table 4 reports the results, using the benchmark calibration, for the econ-

omy with trade only in equities, and the case where both equities and bonds are traded.

We also report the breakdown of valuation effects into dividend payments, asset price

movements, and relative price movements. In the baseline calibration, we set all param-

eters as in Table 2, except θ = 1.5, and γ = 0.75, which are close to standard consensus

values for these parameters in the literature. We assume that endowment shocks have

the same volatility and persistence as before. We set ζ equal to the same value as in the

baseline case of the previous model. As regards the calibration for demand shocks, there

is little empirical evidence to determine σ2v and ς. We follow Couerdacier et al. (2008) in

setting σ2v = 0.01
2, and choose the same persistence for demand shocks as for endowment

shocks. Again, we assume all shocks are independent. Finally, we set the intertemporal

28When γ > 0.5, it is no longer true that the sign of α̃b is determined only by the size of θ. But, for

reasonable values of parameters, we would anticipate that α̃b < 0, as before.
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elasticity of substitution, ρ = 1.5.

Table 4 shows the values for the portfolio positions and valuation effects. In the

equity only economy, there is still considerable home-bias. Home investors hold about

68 percent of home equity. In the equity-bond economy, home agents take a positive

position in foreign bonds, and a negative external position in domestic equity, backed by

a positive holding of foreign equity.29 Equity holdings display considerable home bias -

home agents hold 82 percent of home equity. Bond holdings carry most of the weight in

terms of cross-country risk-sharing. Gross bond holdings are about 97 percent of GDP.

Table 4 also illustrates the details of the valuation effects in this extended model. In

both the equity-only economy and the equity-bond economy, the volatility of the valuation

term is considerably higher than in previously, as we now have an additional shock. In

both cases, the standard deviation of the valuation term is about 3 percent. In both cases

also, the valuation ratio is significantly higher than before, at the same value of α̃.

In the model with only equity trade, most of the variance of the valuation effect is

accounted for by movements in asset prices. Equity price volatility accounts for about

eight times as much in terms of overall valuation movements as does dividend movements.

Also, the share of volatility accounted for by movements in the terms of trade is very small.

In the case with both equity and bond trade, the importance of terms of trade in

valuation effects increases considerably. Table 4 shows that, in this case, the dividend

movements play only a tiny role in valuation effects. Asset price movements remain

important, but a significant part of the volatility of the valuation term is accounted for

by movements in the terms of trade.

These results indicate that the size and composition of first-order valuation effects

may be affected in important ways by the structure of the economy and the availability

of assets. Nevertheless, the valuation mechanism still operates in the same way as in the

simple model. Valuation effects act so as to enhance risk sharing between countries. In all

cases, we see a negative correlation between the current account and the valuation terms.

29A positive holding in foreign bonds ensures that consumption is insured against demand shocks,

which, in the absence of portfolio diversification, would both increase consumption and increase the

return on home bonds through a terms of trade appreciation.
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6 Conclusion

Empirical evidence indicates that for most countries, the evolution of net external assets

is dominated by valuation gains and losses coming from changes in asset prices and ex-

change rates, which do not enter into the measured current account. The valuation term

represents the gap between the change in net external assets and the current account.

This paper shows that a simple model of risk-sharing based on optimal portfolio choice

can provide a reasonable qualitative and quantitative account of this valuation term up to

the first-order, where valuation effects are ‘unanticipated’. The source of these valuation

effects, the degree to which they act so as to provide cross country risk sharing, and their

decomposition into asset price changes and terms of trade changes, will depend on the

structure of international goods markets and the availability of international assets.

Recent literature has also suggested the presence of ‘anticipated’, or higher-order valu-

ation effects, giving rise to anticipated average excess returns and anticipated time-varying

excess returns. We show that these higher order effects do in principle play a role in the

movement of net external assets. In practice however, for the benchmark international

macro model with standard preferences and realistically calibrated consumption risk, these

effects are quantitatively very small.
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      Table 1: Properties of the valuation term in the data

sd(val) VR corr(val,CA) corr(val,GDP) AR(1) mean(val)

Australia 0.06 0.88 0.30 -0.03 0.13 0.00
Austria 0.04 1.12 -0.34 0.05 0.20 0.00
Canada 0.04 1.12 -0.39 0.05      0.61** 0.01
Denmark 0.05 0.62 0.22 -0.03 -0.08 -0.01
France 0.04 0.94 -0.06 0.00 -0.19 0.00
Germany 0.03 0.45 0.24 0.08 -0.13 0.00
Iceland 0.06 0.44 0.09 -0.18 -0.17 -0.02
Ireland 0.15 0.92 0.05 -0.23 -0.08 0.00
Italy 0.04 1.05 -0.26 -0.16 -0.01 0.00
Japan 0.03 0.98 -0.13 0.06 -0.39 -0.01
Korea 0.05 0.88 -0.31 0.30 0.07 -0.02
Mexico 0.04 1.28 -0.50 0.22 -0.16 -0.01
Netherlands 0.10 0.99 -0.08 0.04 -0.21 -0.05
New Zealand 0.13 0.99 -0.08 -0.08      0.39* -0.01
Norway 0.05 0.60 -0.35 -0.27 0.15 -0.01
Portugal 0.04 0.42 0.09 0.32 -0.01 0.00
Spain 0.04 0.70 0.11 -0.02 0.01 -0.01
Sweden 0.11 1.14 -0.35 -0.07 0.04 -0.02
Switzerland 0.15 1.14 -0.36 -0.06 0.09 -0.01
Turkey 0.04 0.71 -0.01 -0.19 0.10 -0.02
UK 0.05 0.89 0.01 -0.10 -0.24 0.00
US 0.03 1.40 -0.54 0.11 0.31 0.01

Notes: sd(val) is the standard deviation of val, VR is the ratio of the variance of val to the variance of the 
change in NFA, corr(val,CA) and corr(val,GDP) are the correlation of val with the current account and 
GDP respectively, AR(1) is the estimated coefficient of val on its lagged value (** indicates significant at 
the 1% level and * indicates significant at the 5% level) and mean(val) is the average val over the sample. 
Sample 1980-2007.



 Table 2: Properties of the 1st-order component of the valuation term in the model

Equity holdings sd(val) VR corr(val,CA)

shock persistence=0.9
0.89 0.008 0.82 -0.19
0.84 0.012 1.00 -0.26
0.80 0.015 1.10 -0.32
0.76 0.018 1.17 -0.38
0.71 0.022 1.21 -0.43
0.67 0.025 1.23 -0.48
0.62 0.028 1.26 -0.52
0.58 0.032 1.27 -0.56
0.53 0.035 1.28 -0.60

shock persistence=0.95
0.89 0.013 1.05 -0.24
0.84 0.018 1.12 -0.34
0.80 0.023 1.14 -0.40
0.76 0.028 1.16 -0.46
0.71 0.034 1.17 -0.52
0.67 0.038 1.18 -0.57
0.62 0.044 1.18 -0.62
0.58 0.048 1.19 -0.66
0.53 0.054 1.19 -0.70

Notes:  Column 1 shows the proportion of home equity held by home 
households. sd(val) is the standard deviation of val, VR is the ratio of the 
variance of val to the variance of the change in NFA and corr(val,CA) is 
the correlation between val and the current account.  



   Table 3: Properties of the 2nd-order component of the valuation term in the model

Equity holdings VR₁ VR₂  corr₁ corr₂ corr₃

shock persistence=0.9
0.97 0.18 0.035 -0.08 -0.06 -0.05
0.93 0.50 0.021 -0.13 -0.12 -0.04
0.90 0.75 0.010 -0.18 -0.18 -0.04
0.87 0.92 0.007 -0.23 -0.23 -0.04
0.83 1.03 0.004 -0.28 -0.28 -0.03
0.80 1.10 0.003 -0.33 -0.32 -0.03
0.71 1.21 0.001 -0.43 -0.43 -0.02
0.58 1.27 0.001 -0.57 -0.56 -0.02
0.53 1.28 0.001 -0.60 -0.60 -0.01

shock persistence=0.95
0.97 0.43 0.209 -0.12 -0.08 -0.09
0.93 0.82 0.090 -0.18 -0.16 -0.08
0.90 0.99 0.040 -0.24 -0.23 -0.08
0.87 1.08 0.022 -0.30 -0.30 -0.07
0.83 1.12 0.013 -0.36 -0.35 -0.06
0.80 1.14 0.008 -0.41 -0.41 -0.06
0.71 1.17 0.003 -0.53 -0.53 -0.04
0.58 1.19 0.001 -0.67 -0.67 -0.03
0.53 1.19 0.001 -0.70 -0.70 -0.03

Notes:  Column 1 shows the proportion of home equity held by home households. VR₁, 
VR₂, corr₁, corr₂ and corr₃ are defined in the text.



                    Table 4: Valuation effects in the two good model

Equity Only sd(val) VR corr(val,CA)
0.026 1.29 -0.64

Equity holdings=0.68
sd(val_div) sd(val_ΔQ) sd(val_ΔP)

0.003 0.023 0.002

Equity and Bond Trade sd(val) VR corr(val,CA)
0.03 1.31 -0.71

Equity holdings=0.82
Bond holdings=0.97 sd(val_div) sd(val_ΔQ) sd(val_ΔP)

0.002 0.011 0.012

Notes:  sd(val) is the standard deviation of val, VR is the ratio of the variance of val to the 
variance of the change in NFA and corr(val,CA) is the correlation between val and the 
current account. sd(val_div), sd(val_ΔQ) and sd(val_ΔP) are the standard deviations of the 
components of val arising from dividend, asset price and the terms of trade movements 
respectively. 



Figure 1: Standard deviation of val
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Figure 2: Variance ratio, var(val)/var(ΔNFA)
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